Prerequisites for establishing common reference intervals.
Establishment of common reference intervals for homogeneous populations within regions is based on the same basic principles as the IFCC recommendations for individual laboratories, but a few additional prerequisites are needed. Thus, the need for common standardization and traceability during production of the reference values and with the application of the common reference intervals in the laboratories becomes crucial. Furthermore, the external control system must be geared to the purpose, using matrix-correct control materials with concentration values traceable to the same reference methods, and validation of results according to analytical quality specifications designed for the use of common reference intervals. Here, the standards may have a restrictive influence on the establishing of common reference intervals, with their demands for the use of the producers' traceability, instead of a relevant high-quality reference preparation shared by all the participants. Two main strategies for measurements are analysis immediately after the sampling, and storage of samples until analysis in one or a few analytical runs. The former strategy needs constant standardization and stability of the performance in many laboratories and in several analytical runs, resulting in between-run variation, whereas the latter precludes this between-run variation, but makes demands on the stability of the components under storage. When a considerable number of laboratories decide to establish common reference intervals, it is possible to obtain large sample sizes of reference values, which reduces the confidence intervals around the reference limits. It also makes it possible to collect samples from many subgroups, such as racial groups and groups related to different environmental conditions, as well as the traditional groupings according to age and gender, pregnancy and use of oestrogens. If all these subgroups are large, e.g. n>500, the confidence limits will be small and criteria for partitioning can be applied. Choosing reference individuals is not easy, as definitions of health, as well as rule-in and rule-out criteria vary from one investigation to the other. Therefore, the strategy and the criteria must be thoroughly described. Arguments for establishing common reference intervals are not needed. On the contrary, lack of such common reference intervals should be explained.